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November 11, 2008
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Document Control Desk
Washington, D.C. 20555-0001

Subject: Response to Portion of NRC Request for Additional
Information Letter No. 229 Related to ESBWR Design
Certification Application - Containment Systems -
RAI Number 6.2-36 S02

Enclosure 1 contains the GE Hitachi Nuclear Energy (GEH) response to the
subject NRC RAI originally transmitted via the Reference 1 letter and
supplemented by NRC requests for clarification in References 2 and 3. DCD
Markups related to this response are provided in Enclosure 2.

If you have any questions or require additional information, please contact me.

Sincerely,

Richard E. Kingston
Vice President, ESBWR Licensing
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NRC RAI 6.2-36 S02:

In the response to RAI 6.2-36 S01, GEH made a commitment to revise DCD Tier 2,
Subsections 6.2.3.3 and 6.2.9, and Table 6.2-11. However, a review of DCD
Revision 5, Tier 2, shows the following two deviations from the proposed mark-ups.

* The "Compartment Pressurization Analysis" under DCD Tier 2, Subsection 6.2.3.3 is
different from the mark-ups attached to the RAI 6.2-36 SO0 response. The staff had
earlier asked for individual descriptions of the five High Energy Line Breaks (HELBs)
in the Reactor Building compartments summarized in Table 6.2-11, but accepted the
combined narrative of the five HELBs proposed by GE in RAI 6.2-36 SOI response.
In Revision 5 to the ESBWR DCD, GE has taken out the HELB description. Please
justify the deviation, or include the description back into the DCD.

* The calculated Reactor Building peak compartment pressure was reported on the
RAI 6.2-36 S01 response mark-ups as 32.6 kPag. In DCD, Revision 5, it is reported
as 35.2 kPag. Please explain the cause for the rise in the predicted peak
compartment pressure; and provide sufficient information so that the staff may
update its confirmatory calculations.

GEH Response:

The narrative of the event proposed in the response to RAI 6.2-36 S01 will be included
in the next revision of DCD Tier 2, Subsection 6.2.3.3.

The cause for the rise in the predicted reactor building peak compartment pressure due
to high energy line break (HELB) in the reactor building outside containment was a
reanalysis performed due to the reconfiguration of the HELB chase as shown in DCD
Tier 2, Figure 6.2-18. In addition, this compartment pressurization was reanalyzed at
102% power and 187.80C (370'F) feedwater temperature compared to 100% power and
215.60C (4200F) in the previous analysis. These input changes in the reanalysis result
in the increase of the peak pressure from 32.6 kPaG to 35.2 kPaG.

DCD Impact:

DCD Tier 2, Subsection 6.2.3.3, will be revised as noted in the attached markup.
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Main Steam (MS) Tunnel

The RB main steam tunnel is located between the primary containment vessel and the turbine
building (TB). The limiting break is a main steam line longitudinal break. The main steam lines
originate at the RPV and are routed through the steam tunnel to the TB. The steam/air mixture
resulting from a main steam line break is directed to the TB through the steam tunnel. The
pressure capability of the steam tunnel compartment is discussed in Subsection 3G.1.5.2.1.10..
No blowout panels are required in the steam tunnel because the flow path between the steam
tunnel and the TB is open.

6.2.3.3 Design Evaluation

Fission Product Containment

There is sufficient water stored within the containment to cover the core during both the
blowdown phase of a LOCA and during the long-term post-blowdown condition. Because of
this continuous core cooling, fuel damage and fission product release is a very low probability
event. If there is a release from the fuel, most fission products are readily trapped in water.
Consequently, the large volume of water in the containment is expected to be an effective fission
product scrubbing and retention mechanism. Also, because the containment is located entirely
within the RB, multiple structural barriers exist between the containment and the environment.
Therefore, fission product leakage from the RB is mitigated.

Compartment Pressurization Analysis

RWCU pipe breaks in the RB and outside the containment were postulated and analyzed at
102% power and 187.8°C (370'F) feedwater temperature. For compartment pressurization
analyses, HELB accidents are postulated due to piping failures in the RWCU system where
locations and size of breaks result in maximum pressure values. Calculated pressure responses
have been considered in order to define the peak pressure of the RB compartments for structural
design purposes. The calculated peak compartment pressures, which include a 10% margin, are
listed in Table 6.2-12a, out of which the maximum is 35.2 kPaG (5.11 psig) which is below the
RB compartment pressurization design requirement as discussed in Subsection 3G. 1.5.2.1.11.

Values of the mass. and energy releases produced by each break are in accordance with
ANSI/ANS-56.4. The mass and energy blowdown from the postulated broken pipe terminates
when system isolation valves are fully closed after. receiving the pertinent isolation closure
signal.

A conservative RWCU model based on RELAP5/Mod3.3 has been developed to evaluate the
mass and energy release for the five break locations. Total blowdown duration is based on the
assumption that the isolation valve starts to close at 46 seconds (I second instrument time plus
45 seconds built in time delay in blowdown differential flow detection logic) after the break and
the isolation valve is fully closed in 15 seconds. Mass and energy blowdown data are shown in
Figure 6.2-18a to Figure 6.2-18c.

A-

After the initial inventory depletion period, the steady RPV blowdown is choked at the venturi
located upstream of the isolation valve since the venturi flow area is smaller than the isolation
valve flow area. After the isolaticon valve starts closing, as soon as the valve area becomes equal
to the venturi flow area, the break flow is choked at the isolation valve. The break flow stops
when the isolation valve is fully closed. I
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The narrative of the event described above is applicable to all five cases analyzed since the
breaks are all located downstream of the isolation valve and the dynamics of the break responses
are similar. Descriptions of the break locations and break sizes are provided in Table 6.2-11.

Subcompartment pressurization effects resulting from the postulated breaks of high-energy
piping have been performed according to ANSI/ANS-56.10. In order to calculate the pressure
response in the RB and outside the containment due to high-energy line break accidents,
CONTAIN 2.0 code was used according to the nodalization schemes shown in Figure 6.2-18.
The nodalization contains the rooms where breaks occur, and all interconnected rooms/regions
through flow paths such as doors, hatches, etc. Flow path and blow out panel characteristics are
given in Table 6.2-12, and subcompartment nodal description are given in Table 6.2-12a. Blow
out panels are passive, and blow out pressure listed in Table 6.2-12 is the upper bound. Heat
sinks are credited and the characteristics are given in Table 6.2-12c.

The selected nodalization maximizes differential pressure. Owing to the geometry of the
regions, each room-region was assigned to a node of the model. No simple or artificial divisions
of rooms were considered to evaluate the sensitivity of the model to nodalization. A sensitivity
study of pressure response was performed to select the time step. Additional sensitivity studies
were performed to evaluate the impact of the heat sinks, dropout, and inertia term. Modeling
follows the recommendations given by SMSAB-02-04, "CONTAIN Code Qualification
Report/User Guide for Auditing Subcompartment Analysis Calculations."

6.2.3.4 Tests and Inspections

Position status indication and alarms for doors, which are part of the RB envelope, are tested
periodically. Leakage testing and inspection of other architectural openings are also performed
on a regular basis. The RB (CONAVS area) is capable of periodic testing to ensure that the
leakage rates assumed in the radiological analysis are met as required under Technical
Specification 3.6.3.1. RB exfiltration testing is a positive pressure test of the CONAVS volume
confirming that the test leak criteria bounds the analytical limit derived in the dose modeling. A
nominal 'A inch w.g. differential pressure bounds the effects of worst-case wind loading applied
across a face of the RB. Numerous pressure measurements are taken at designated areas and
interconnecting doors and dampers are opened to ensure uniform pressure is established within
the contaminated areas of the RB (CONAVS area). The RB exfiltration test pressure is
maintained for sufficient period of time to ensure steady state conditions are established
(approximately ½ hr to I hr). This RB exfiltration test leak rate acceptance criteria are adjusted
base on the actual CONAVS area test differential pressure applied to ensure that the impact of
test parameter uncertainties are minimized (flow instrument uncertainty, CONAVS area
temperature and pressure gradients).

6.2.3.5 Instrumentation Requirements

Details of the initiating signals for isolation are given in Subsection 7.3.3.

Doors that form part of the RB boundary are fitted with position status indication and alarms.

6.2.4 Containment Isolation Function

The primary objective of the containment isolation function is to provide protection against
releases of radioactive materials to the environment as a result of an accident. The objective is
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